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early days, Goldstein worked as a computer consultant and spent much time researching computer hardware and software
systems. In 1994, Goldstein and his wife, Phyllis Goldstein founded AutoData. His background in business, coupled with his
understanding of computer issues, enabled him to quickly reach a position of authority and influence within the company.
Engineering AutoData is located on Route 12 in Woodcliff Lake, New Jersey. The company's initial products were
implemented on desktop computers. Goldstein says that a major challenge in the industry during the early days was a deficiency
in communication between customers and companies that released new software. To address that problem, AutoData began
developing software to allow its customers to use a single number to access technical support for all of their software needs.
This is AutoData's first product and is still the company's primary product. Products AutoData's software, which was introduced
in 1983, provides a number of functions such as backup, defragmenting, archiving, image compression, spyware detection,
security, mass messaging and antivirus. The company sells these products in independent software stores, online as well as
directly to individuals. AutoData also sells alternative data products, such as PC Health Monitor, a disk space manager,
computer security software, an Internet Explorer memory management utility, custom keyboard overlays, and a number of other
products such as compact discs, floppy disks and other media. Companies In the past, many retail companies have written
software for their own needs. They would either find an existing company that provided this software or they would write it
themselves. AutoData has introduced several products aimed at the retail sector. These include Time Manager, Calendar
Manager, Check Manager, Payroll Manager, and Sales Manager. One of AutoData's more popular products is Time Manager, a
time tracking tool for use by retail workers. Additional information Today, Goldstein still plays a key role at the company.
AutoData has several offices around the United States. Each office is led by a Director 1cb139a0ed
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